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EWJ5526 PadMe Easy 300 mic. Matt. Silicone glue - EasyApply PET liner

It is no job applying EWJ5526 PadMe Easy on flat surfaces as the film 
does it by itself. The repositionable silicon glue sticks perfectly on all 
smooth and flat surfaces and the 300 mic. composite material out of 
PVC and PET works together perfectly and applies itself on windows, 
walls and any other surface. Printable with all digital printing technologies 
and with the washable glue-side PadMe Easy is an allrounder for all sign 
makers.
 
Product PadMe Easy 300 mic., 
 
Film 300 micron.
  PVC.
 
Finish Matt.

Adhesive Silicone glue, removable, clear.

Durability 12 months outdoor.

Recommended use - Ideal for applications on glass and other 
   smooth, flat surfaces.
  - Suitable for indoor and short-term outdoor   
   applications.
  - Ideal for window graphics, decals, 
   stickers and smooth floors.
  - Suitable for privacy and decorative glass    
   applications.
 
Features:  - Sticks on all smooth surfaces without 
   adhesive.
  - Easy to apply and to remove.
  - Reusable, even several times.
  - Easy to use - without professional 
   assistance.
  - Outdoor durability up to 12 months.

Application surface:  Self-adhesive and repositionable 
  PET/PVC-film for flat smooth surfaces.

L ES S UV 300 mic M R+C
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